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Letras Mediterráneas 

Friday 13th and Saturday 14th May 2022 

 

The Three Cultures of the Mediterranean Foundation promotes dialogue as the main tool 

to bring closer peoples and cultures. To this end, few instruments are as useful and 

effective as words. Thus, Mediterranean literature has always played a fundamental role 

in our programming. 

 

Letras Mediterráneas aims to create a space for understanding and reflection through the 

words of people from both sides of the Mediterranean. This is an event conceived to read 

and be read, to enjoy the best literature with a Mediterranean flavour and, by doing so, to 

broaden our horizons in our quest for a common space. 

 

We hope Letras Mediterráneas from its first edition will consolidate itself as an essential 

event in the international calendar of literary festivals that will give Mediterranean 

literature the place it deserves in the contemporary literary scene. 
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Icon glossary 

 

(TR2) :  Simultaneous translation 

 : Prior registration is required 

  : Book signings by authors 

 

Location 

Palace of Charles V. Conference Hall 

Monumental Complex of the Alhambra and the Generalife (Granada) 

 

Book sales 

Alhambra Bookshop at the Palace of Charles V. 

Information or orders: info@alhambratienda.es 

Further information: www.alhambratienda.es 

 

Free admission to all events with prior registration until full capacity is reached. 

 

  

mailto:info@alhambratienda.es
http://www.alhambratienda.es/
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Friday, 13th May 

11.30 a.m. / Presentation. 

12.00 noon / ‘Primeras voluntades’. Opening poetry and music recital. MartayMicó. 

 

Mediterranean music and poetry will open the festival with the Spanish duo Marta & 

Micó and their very personal way of combining verse and song.  

 

 13.00 p.m. / Book signing 

 

17.00 p.m. / A conversation with Mohamed El Morabet 

 

Mohamed El Morabet, born in the Moroccan Rif but settled in Spain since his 

adolescence, belongs to the small group of young writers of Maghrebi origin who have 

chosen to write in the language of their adopted country. He talks to Elena Arigita, 

lecturer in Arabic and Islamic Studies at the University of Granada, about his novel El 

invierno de los jilgueros (Spanish publisher Galaxia de Gutenberg, 2022), which was 

awarded the 15th Málaga Prize last year, and about how the language of narration helps 

to forge one's own identity.  

 

 18.15 p.m. / Book signing 

 

18.30 p.m. / A conversation with Theodor Kallifatides  

 (TR2) 

The Greek writer and filmmaker Theodor Kallifatides became one of the phenomena of 

2019 with his book Another Life: On Memory, Language, Love, and the Passage of Time, 

published by the Spanish house Galaxia Gutenberg, and winner of the Cálamo 

‘Extraordinary 2019’ Prize. He has published more than forty books of fiction, essays and 

poetry translated into several languages, for which he has received numerous awards 
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throughout his career, including the Greek National Award for Testimonial Literature for 

The Past Is Not a Dream (2013). He will talk to his publisher Joan Tarrida about his 

most recent novel, Timandra, as well as about his work as a whole and the possibilities 

of literature to transform reality.  

 19.45 p.m. / Book signing 

 

Saturday, 14 May 

11.00 a.m. / A conversation with María Belmonte 

 

María Belmonte, a professional technical and literary translator, entered the literary 

world with Peregrinos de la belleza: Viajeros por Italia y Grecia (Spanish publisher 

Acantilado, 2015), in which she expresses her passion for the Mediterranean. Her most 

recent published work, En tierra de Dioniso. Vagabundeos por el norte de Grecia, 

recreates the most remote Greek Macedonia. She will discuss the poetic ideal of the 

Mediterranean with Moschos Morfakidis, director of the Centre for Byzantine, Neo-

Greek and Cypriots Studies.  

 

 12.15 p.m. / Book signing 

 

12.30 p.m. / A conversation with Tatiana Țîbuleac 

 (TR2) 

Tatiana Țîbuleac is the author of a literary production in Romanian, which is still brief 

but already acknowledged at the top of the European literary world. In Spain, the 

publishing house Impedimenta has published her novels The Summer When My Mother’s 

Eyes Were Green and The Glass Garden, a book set in the last years of the Soviet 

occupation of Moldavia with many autobiographical elements, for which she won the 

European Union Prize for Literature. She will talk with the poet Erika Martínez about 

the power of love and forgiveness.  
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 13.45 p.m. / Book signing 

 

17.00 p.m. / A conversation with Hisham Matar 

 (TR2) 

Hisham Matar, son of Libyan parents, was born in New York in 1970. He grew up in 

Tripoli and Cairo and has spent most of his adult life in England. The loss of his father 

remains a permanent feature of his life and work. His debut novel, In the Country of Men 

(published by the Spanish house Salamandra in 2007), was translated into thirty 

languages and won six international literary awards.  With The Return (Salamandra, 

2017) he won the Pulitzer Prize. He will talk with Andrés Neuman, also a writer, about 

his most recent novel A Month in Siena, in which he explores the impact of art on life and 

writing, while reflecting on grief. 

 

 18.15 p.m. / Book signing 

 

18.30 p.m. / Talk by Nuccio Ordine. ‘In praise of books and human solidarity' 

 

Nuccio Ordine is a humanist, philosopher and expert on Italian literature, especially 

known for his studies on the Renaissance and Giordano Bruno. A few years ago, he made 

his name in Spain when the Spanish publishing house Acantilado published The 

Usefulness of the Useless and Classici per la vita. Una piccola biblioteca ideale. In his 

talk, he will highlight the importance of books, culture and classical literature in building 

a better society through humanist values.  

 

 19.45 p.m. / Book signing 
 

20.00 / Closing ceremony. 
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